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SUMMARY OF PAST CLASS DISCUSSION of
“Moving Closer to Reality”

+  Increased productivity in the workforce 
- Could lack deep knowledge of real experts 

+ Prepare people for disasters
- Incomplete scenario could be represented in the simulation

+ Could create hope
- Could create false hope

If put actual footage (reality) in simulation:
+   Could condition first responders to not panic
- Could make reality shocking
- Could evoke other emotions that are not desirable (rage, 

depression, etc)

Could be used to subliminally deliver a message:
+  to overcome fears or addictions
- to mentally program someone to commit deviant behavior

+ Can create empathy
- Could desensitize people to horror

- The physics implemented might not be realistic

+ Could be used for therapy for mental health like PTSD
- Could magnify the memories of PTSD

- Could result in physical decay from people who should be
practicing real physical first response to disasters

- Could accidently prompt people to behave badly





SUMMARY OF PAST CLASS DISCUSSION of
“How Augmented Reality is Changing the way we work”

+ See a house to maybe buy, from far away
+ Get a virtual tour of a college, from far away

- Could be used to commit crimes
- Could be used to infringe on privacy

- Could be used to interfere with real hands-on skills

+ Use to overlay schematics on broken equipment 

+ Allows unskilled worker to do skilled work

+ A network of people could work on the problem at
the same time through one set of eyes  in the real
world

- Too many people trying to solve the problem
simultaneously could be like “designing by
committee” -- which is a bad thing













SUMMARY OF PAST CLASS DISCUSSION of
“Second Life Founders Second Act”

+ “Open Source” allows everyone to program it

+ Everyone owns a certain virtual place

+ It can be scaled to a very large community of online players
because everyone is essentially running a separate server

+ Highly socially networked virtual reality

+ You can start actual real businesses for making money in the
virtual reality world

+ Realistic sound created through accurately modeling the
physics of sound



http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/TSOJIN_ranks.pdf

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/TSOJIN_ranks.pdf


Also see related publications:

Wunderlich, J.T. and Wunderlich, J.J. (2014). Crowdsourced 
Architecture and Environmental Design. 2nd International Conference 
on Emerging Trends in Engineering and Technology (ICETET'2014) May 
30-31,  London (United Kingdom).  TALK PAPER

Wunderlich, J.T. and Wunderlich, J.J. (2013). Green architecture and 
environmental design using rapid-prototyping social-networking 
sandbox tools, followed by professional architectural software.
Asian Conference on Sustainability, Energy & the Environment (ACSEE 
2013), June 6-9, Osaka, Japan. [1 of 3 chosen from 250 for extended 
45-minute key-note talk]   TALK PAPER

And my YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_kM_k93zreIu40CVwuHQzg?feature=watch

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/CrowdSourced%20Architecture%20and%20Environmental%20Design_PAPER_15_TALK_SUBMITTED_EDITTED_Wunderlich.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/CrowdSourced%20Architecture%20and%20Environmental%20Design_PAPER_15_FINAL_SUBMITTED_EDITTED_Wunderlich.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Green_Social_Designs_Japan_TALK_19_PLUS.pdf
http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/Green_Social_Designs_Japan_paper_19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_kM_k93zreIu40CVwuHQzg?feature=watch


AND, we now have Virtual Reality in my Elizabethtown College 
Robotics and Machine Intelligence Lab, which is also our Architecture 
studio. See more HERE

http://users.etown.edu/w/wunderjt/home_researchMINE.html
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